Aero's scientific interests were not restricted to the Cosserat continua. He has studied viscous fluids and liquid crystals [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Liquid crystals can be described by models similar to those for micropolar fluids. However, unlike the model of micropolar fluids where three unit orthogonal directors are used, only one unit director is introduced in the theory of nematic liquid crystals [30, 31] . As a result, known models of liquid crystals are called EricksenLeslie or Eringen liquid crystals. One of the achievements of Aero has been obtaining new dynamic equations for liquid crystals that allow us to describe their physical and mechanical features, which are important for various engineering applications.
In recent years, Aero has developed a strongly nonlinear continuum theory for crystalline media with a complex lattice, consisting of two sub-lattices [32] [33] [34] [35] . He suggested a principle of translational symmetry that resulted in new nonlinear equations of motion. During recent years, much experimental data has been collected in the field of solid surface relief on the atomic level, crystal lattice changes, singular defects, the formation of new phases, and phase transformations under the influence of intensive outer forces, temperature or electromagnetic fields. These phenomena are observed in experiments but cannot be described within the linear theory or weakly nonlinear theory of crystalline media. The equations obtained using the highly nonlinear continuum approach by Aero predict deep structural re-arrangements of the lattice under intensive power and thermal stresses: lowering of potential barriers, switching of inter-atomic bonds, phase transitions, fragmentation of the lattice etc., thus allowing us to explain modern experimental data.
The new governing highly nonlinear equations were obtained in the form of the sine-Gordon equation and its generalizations. The generalized equations are not integrable, and new methods were needed to find their solutions. Aero and his co-authors [36, 37] developed a new procedure allowing them to obtain new solutions for multi-dimensional nonlinear equations in an explicit form. It concerns, in particular, the 3D sine-Gordon equation [36] and the nonlinear Klein-Fock-Gordon equation [37] . Recent achievements in this area may be found in their paper in this issue.
Eron In this issue, we have tried to collect the papers that reflect recent achievements in the areas of scientific interest of Aero. Some of the contributors are working with him at the Institute for Problems in Mechanical Engineering, and their works were inspired by scientific discussions with Aero to a greater or lesser extent. 
